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CHAPTER  1
e discipline of visual communicaon design has not been 
regarded as a signicant player in the eld of design research. 
Indeed, the noon of “visual communication design” (or graphic 
design1) is generally linked excessively to the consumerism 
culture. As visual communicaon design became widely rec-
ognised in the thriving economy aer the Second World War, 
this pracce played a disnct role in promong products and 
services, and shaping ways of consumpon in modern socie-
ty (Ambrose & Harris, 2008). However, visual communicaon 
design was not born to serve business growth, Meggs (2011) 
claims that the earliest history of visual communicaon can 
be traced back to the origins of human existence when early 
Africans and Europeans le painngs in caves, including the 
Lascaux caves in France and Altamira in Spain. In spite of be-
ing in the middle of capitalism and consumerism, at its most 
basic level, visual communicaon design is a process of using 
visual presentaons to communicate ideas. Moreover, Walker 
(2017) points out that it is a planning and problem-solving dis-
cipline like all design pracces. 
e progress of visual communicaon design is always 
linked to the development of our society, and as Ambrose and 
Harris (2008) state it “re¦ects the a§tudes of society at large”. 
Over the past 30 years, awareness of “ethics” and “social respon-
sibility” has became a topic of discussion, with a general feel-
ing that instead of serving business corporaons, designers 
should apply their knowledge in bringing public good (Rob-
erts, 2006). Following the idea that visual designers should be 
more responsible to our society, there has been an increas-
ing number of visual communicaon designers who work in 
public sectors within interdisciplinary teams that develop 
projects to improve the lives of the underserved people. eir 
role is not limited to creang report layouts and data visual-
izaons, in addion, they apply their experse in qualitave 
1  A note on vocabulary: 
In this thesis, the term 
"visual communication 
design" is interchangeable 
with "graphic design", 
correspondingly, visual 
communication designers 
may also refer to graphic 
designers, or visual 
designers. I prefer to 
use the phrase "visual 
communication design" 
because it is more inclusive 
of various mediums, 
including printed media, 
digital media, and all sorts 
of new media.
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research to support data generaon and data analysis, par-
cularly in eld research, where they create dierent visual 
tools to help design researchers and anthropologist facilitat-
ing eld interviews.
Thesis 
statement 
& research 
question
e use of visual methods is gaining interest in the eld of 
qualitave social research (Davison, McLean, & Warren, 2015). 
ese approaches, including the use of illustraons, lm, 
photography, video, and sculpture, can be applied for both 
collecng and represenng data.eir use includes evoking 
comments from informants in interviews, producing visual 
records, observing ways of seeing and understanding, ana-
lysing visual and material culture and represenng research 
ndings (Jupp, 2006, p. 321).  
e use of these methods appears in three domains dur-
ing the research process: data collecon, data analysis, and 
data representaon. A range of visual methods has been de-
veloped and employed in eld research, such as photo-elicita-
on, visual diary, self-documentaon with cameras and other 
techniques incorporang mulmedia. ese visual material 
normally fall into two categories: images found and produced 
by researchers and images found and produced by research 
CHAPTER  1
1.2
parcipants. Due to me and resourcing restricons, re-
searchers usually use images found online, somemes making 
collages out of these images to construct meanings. However, 
although we are now living in an “informaon age” (Manuel, 
1996), where images are easily accessible on the internet, re-
searchers oen struggle to nd ideal images for their specic 
research purposes. erefore, it is benecial for researchers 
to collaborate with visual communicaon designers to create 
specic visual tools for qualitave research, especially when 
using visuals in elicitaon interviews. 
In order to dierenate tools produced by researchers 
from tools co-created by visual communicaon designers and 
design researchers, this thesis refers to the la¯er as “creave 
visual tools”. Design researchers generally have a clear view 
of the research purpose and data intended to be collected 
from the eld. By contrast, visual communicaon designers 
are trained to understand design briefs and to create original, 
imaginave and inspiraonal visual materials. By combining 
these two sets of knowledge, creave visual tool has the po-
tenal to facilitate interviews and improve the data collecon 
process. is thesis examines the ulizaon of visual tools in 
design-related eld research in order to gain insights into and 
knowledge of what constutes the construcve use of crea-
ve visual tools. In so doing, the thesis aims to strengthen the 
currently weak connecon between researchers and visual 
designers. For these reasons, the thesis a¯empts to answer 
the following research queson: Could the use of creative 
visual tools facilitate the data collection process in 
qualitative field interviews? 
CHAPTER  1
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Contents &   
Objectives
1.3
is thesis is divided into four further chapters. Each chap-
ter oers a dierent perspecve for exploring creave visual 
tools. Chapter 2 provides a brief history of how visual tools 
have been developed in qualitave eld research, as well as an 
overview of studies on the current use of various visual meth-
ods in the qualitave research process. is chapter also in-
troduces the human-centered design process and the place of 
visual tools within that process in order to focus specically 
on the pracce of visual tools in design-related eld research. 
e la¯er part of this chapter explores the limitaons of cur-
rent use and the kind of roles visual communicaon designers 
could play in the process.
Chapter 3 introduces a typology on facilitang inter-
views in qualitave research with visual tools, as proposed 
by Glegg (2019). is preliminary typology categorises the u-
lisaon of visual methods in qualitave interviews into ve 
purposes. e typology is analysed in this chapter crically, 
and an adaptaon of the typology is formed. e adapted ty-
pology is applied in later chapters to guide and evaluate the 
creaon of visual tools.
In order to gain an in-depth understanding of creave 
visual tools, the author of this thesis and two other research-
ers produced creave tools for a design research project. 
Chapter 4, which introduces this set of creave visual tools, is 
divided into three secons. e rst secon examines the role 
of visual communicaon designers and design researchers in 
the process of creang visual tools. is secon also reviews 
how visual communicaon designers make choices during 
the creaon process. e second secon documents the appli-
caon of the creave visual tools in a eld research project in 
India. e third secon evaluates the tools is made based on 
the adapted typology and feedback gathered from research 
parcipants and researchers. 
CHAPTER  1
Finally, Chapter 5 summarises the ndings and reviews what 
has been discovered. e limitaons of the research and rec-
ommendaons for future research are also discussed in this 
chapter.
is thesis oers a fresh perspecve by a visual commu-
nicaon designer on creang visual tools for qualitave eld 
research. In addion, it also discusses how the eld of visual 
communicaon design can build bridges and share pracces 
to establish an interdisciplinary collaboraon with the design 
research world. 
CHAPTER  1
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Chapter 2
THEORETICAL 
BACKGROUND
A brief history 
of using visual 
methods in 
qualitative 
research
2.1
CHAPTER  2
e connecon between visual methods and qualitave re-
search is parcularly interesng, owing to the characteriscs 
of this type of research. Denzin and Lincoln (2011)  remark that 
qualitave research is “a set of interpreve, material pracc-
es that make the world visible” (p. 3). In addion, qualitave 
research a¯empts to oer an in-depth and non-stascal un-
derstanding of the world by learning the histories and expe-
riences of research subjects (Ritchie, Lewis, Nicholls, & Orm-
ston, 2013). us, visual representaons are ideally suited for 
qualitave inquiry because they can evoke memories, thereby 
enriching the data with these “emoonal and aesthec intan-
gible [assets]” (Davison, McLean, & Warren, 2015). 
Visual methods can be used in the three stages of qual-
itave research: data collecon, data analysis, and data rep-
resentaon. For example, visual displays may be used to repre-
sent primary, basic, or inial data (Verdinelli & Scagnoli, 2013). 
Furthermore, they can manage and organise data as well as 
demonstrate relaons between dierent pieces of relevant in-
formaon. Visual representaons can be used to reorder data 
to uncover its typical constuents and structure (Dey, 2003). 
Moreover, there is a general disncon between visualizaons 
that help to analyse data and visualizaons that help to pres-
ent results to the audience. However, both applicaons are 
associated with data representaon. Visual methods are also 
applied in data collecon process during eld research, when 
researchers conduct in-depth interviews and observe behav-
iours (Pa¯on, 2005).
18 19
Representing 
& analysing 
data with visual 
methods
2.2
Early uses of photomechanical and photoelectric images in 
social research, such as photographs, video, and lm, can be 
observed in various areas of study. For example, within the 
eld of anthropology, anthropometric photography emerged 
in the 19th century (Gavan, Washburn & Lewis, 1952). At ap-
proximately the same me, experiments to capture states of 
mind were conducted in the eld of psychology. Photography 
was not widely used unl the middle of the 20th century in 
sociology, but the employment of photography to study and 
record social welfare traces back to the 1930s (Banks, 2018). Al-
though today interest in visual methods seems to be growing 
in the eld of anthropology, with visual anthropology regard-
ed as an important sub-discipline in this eld, many visual 
researchers sll claim that their work is neither understood 
nor appreciated by their colleagues (Banks & Zeitlyn, 2015). 
ey have to overcome a general textual bias and the asser-
on that social science is a “discipline of words” (Mead, 1995) 
in which there is no room for pictures, except as supporng 
illustraons (Mannay, 2015). 
Apart from sll photographs, lm, and video, visual 
researchers also use other forms of visual representaon in 
their projects, including illustraons, diagrams and maps. 
According to Banks (2018), while these forms of visual rep-
resentaon normally lose their details and delicate texture 
when the data they contain is aggregated, this nevertheless al-
lows the researcher to idenfy signicant trends or pa¯erns. 
One excellent example of this visual method is presented by 
Edward µe (1997) in his book Visual Explanations. In the 
book, he reproduced a dot map of Dr John Snow (1855). On 
this map Figure 1 , Snow plo¯ed cholera deaths around cen-
CHAPTER  2
tral London in September 1854. Small  dots represenng the 
numbers of deaths are posioned against streets; in addion, 
water pumps are marked by X marks.  It is obvious from the 
map that most deaths caused by cholera occurred among peo-
ple who lived near and drank from the water pump in Broad 
Street. Combined with Snow’s hypothesis that cholera might 
be a waterborne disease, this map seemed to indicate the wa-
ter pump in Broad Street was the source of infecon. µe 
(2001) also argues that even though there are other ways of re-
vealing this linkage by computaon and analysis without this 
visual method, this graphical analysis is more e¡cient and 
descripve than calculaon. 
Figure 1
A reproduction 
of Snow's map of 
the cholera out-
break in London 
in 1854 by Tuf_te 
(1997)
CHAPTER  2
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In addion, visual representaons are ulised to present 
research ndings and results, they can provide an overview of 
complex data sets by summarising data, and they can leverage 
perceptual capabilies (Grinstein & Wierse, 2002).
Visual methods 
and data 
collection in 
f_ield research
2.3
e previous secon reviewed the employment of visual meth-
ods to represent and analyse data. In this secon, I will dis-
cuss how they can be used to collect data in qualitave eld 
research. Many social anthropologists and design researchers 
have the need to conduct eld research, or eldwork. Field re-
search is the process in which researchers leave their laborato-
ries, o¡ces, and libraries to collect data from living cultures, 
preferably in another culture or a dierent country (Burgess, 
2002).  e approaches and methods applied in eld research 
vary across disciplines, and visual methods are usually used 
to understand complex interacons in a broader context. In 
many research disciplines, “ethnography” is the most common 
eldwork methodological pracce. It is a social research meth-
od, in which researchers immerse themselves in people’s daily 
lives for an extended period of me, observing their natural be-
haviours and asking quesons to collect all available data from 
the eld (Hammersley & Atkinson, 2007).  Ethnographic eld 
research tends to take a holisc approach and understand dif-
ferent aspect of peoples’ lives. It also a¯empts to understand 
CHAPTER  2
what people actually perform, instead of what they say they 
perform, or what others say they may perform (Banks, 2018). 
Long-term ethnographic eldwork provides an opportunity 
for researchers to employ various methods for invesgaon, 
and somemes visual methods can evoke more knowledge and 
experiences, which cannot be achieved by wri¯en or verbal 
interviews. erefore, visual methods are generally more ex-
ploratory, which is in accordance with the inquiring nature of 
ethnographic research.
A variety of visual methods have been developed for eld 
research, including visual documentaon, photo-elicitaon, 
and auto-photography. Before the invenon of photography, 
social researchers produced abstract representaons of soci-
ety rather than exact renderings of parcular social processes 
(Harper, 1988). ereaer, with the support of photography 
and cinematography, researchers have been able to record so-
cial events with sll photographs and moving pictures. e use 
of visual documentaon can provide researchers with detailed 
and descripve data.  
Photo-elicitaon was rst menoned by J. Collier and 
M. Collier (1986) where they used a “photo-interviewing” ap-
proach to study how immigrant families that moved to English 
industrial town adapted to living with an ethnically dierent 
community. is approach used photographs or other found 
images to build bridges between researchers and informants 
that can across cultural boundaries and make familiar subjects 
and environments unfamiliar. New comments and experienc-
es can be elicited through interviewing with photographs, so 
it is likely to enlarge the potenal range of data. Film- and vid-
eo-elicitaon are also used in some cases, but the usage is less 
than photo-elicitaon because of the user controllability of 
the two media. Banks (2018) notes that when research subjects 
are viewing a set of photographs, they can control how much 
me they spend on watching the images, and when they are 
asked to watch a sequence of moving images, they are oen 
passive and unable to intervene in the viewing process. 
In the process of both visual documentaon and pho-
to-elicitaon, images are typically produced by researchers. 
However, auto-photography gives the informants an opportu-
nity to produce their own images. It usually involves a process, 
in which a researcher distributes cameras to research subjects 
CHAPTER  2
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and asks them to take pictures that are relevant to the research 
topic, or even create visual diaries with photographs, drawings, 
and other found images. is method allows the researchers 
to change their ways of seeing and observe the world through 
their informants’ eyes (Pink, 2004). is method also gained 
popularity due to the development of aordable disposable 
cameras, which allowed researchers to gather visual data easily 
with limited funds. Furthermore, today, the disseminated use 
of cameras on mobile phones enables researchers to apply this 
method with no addional expenses.  
Diverse pracces of visual methods have been acknowl-
edged in present social research, and many researchers ap-
preciate the value of visual methods (Mannay, 2015). Visual 
methods allow researchers to discover knowledge, ideas, and 
experiences that are not possible to be described in verbal or 
wri¯en forms.  As Spencer (2011) argues, visual is “an immedi-
ate and authenc form, which verbal accounts are unable to 
fully encompass” (p. 32).
Visual tools 
and Human-
Centred 
Design
2.4
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communies. ese companies typically have a group of peo-
ple from dierent elds: design, social science, creave, public 
policy, and communicaon. ey bring this interdisciplinary 
team together and collaborate with outside experts; their in-
house researchers also conduct eld research together with 
local research partners. A variety of visual tools have been de-
veloped for each parcular eld research project, and the us-
age of these visual tools may involve dierent visual methods 
menoned in previous paragraphs or mix with other parcipa-
tory methods. Field researchers usually place these tools in a 
human-centred design process.
According to the Internaonal Organizaon for Standardiza-
on (ISO, 2019), Human-Centred Design (HCD) is an approach 
to developing interacve systems that “aims to make systems 
usable and useful by focusing on the users, their needs and re-
quirements, and by applying human factors/ergonomics, and 
usability knowledge and techniques” (ISO 9241-210:2019). is 
approach puts people at the core of the problem-solving pro-
cess, and it is about building empathy with the people who use 
the product or service. HCD process oen consists of sever-
al phases, and it is a nonlinear process with lots of iteraons. 
IDEO (2015) proposed a three-stage process: Inspiraon, Idea-
on and Implementaon. In the Inspiraon Phase, designers 
and researchers conduct eld research to learn and under-
stand people they  are designing for. In the Ideaon Phase, de-
signers and researchers provide ideas based on learnings from 
the eld. ey also idenfy design opportunies and build 
prototypes in this phase. e Implementaon Phase is the -
nal stage to apply design soluons to the real world.
Human-centred design approach is also adopted by Scope’s 
project Core. Core (Scope, 2018a) oers a HCD process consist-
ing of four stages Figure 2 . is process provides a design 
framework for the project.
CHAPTER  2
What is Human-Centred Design?
2 https://www.ideo.org/
3 https://scopeimpact.fi/
Over the past decade, many innovave design rms and organ-
isaons (for example, IDEO.org2 and Scope Impact3) started to 
engage in projects that aim at designing products and services 
for people living in vulnerable environments and underserved 
24 25
In the Discover phase, design researchers carry out a 
series of desk research and eld research with the purpose 
of gaining new knowledge and dierent perspecves on the 
problems that exist in the community. Aer the eldwork, the 
research team obtains credible learnings and insights from the 
eld. 
In the Understand phase, the team makes sense of the re-
search and validates discoveries from the rst stage. ey start 
to seek opportunies for improvements and generate early 
soluon ideas. 
When moving to the Create phase, designers, research-
ers, and creave strategists start to test ideas and concepts. 
is oen requires iteraon of several prototypes. 
Finally, in the Implement phase, problem-solvers de-
velop and test soluons with the users and partners and take 
these soluons to a larger scale. e whole process is not line-
ar, and problem-solvers who pracce this approach frequently 
shi gears through the stages, as they proceed from tangible 
observaons to abstract thinking, and then back to feasible 
prototypes. e converging and diverging on ideas and solu-
ons throughout the whole process characterizes the unique-
ness of the HCD method.  
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Figure 2
Core’s Human-
Centred Design 
process (Scope, 
2018b)
Enabling visual tools in the HCD process
Visual tools can support groups of designers and researchers 
during dierent stages  of the HCD process. For instance, vis-
ualisaons of exisng data and numbers help researchers to 
spot trends and pa¯erns related to the issue. Large amounts of 
data and gures may be complex and hard to understand, but 
turning them into charts, tables, graphs, and diagrams, could 
assist researchers to nd evidence of current problems. In ad-
dion, dierent sets of visual toolkits, such as business model 
canvas, storyboards, and journey maps have been developed 
for design workshops when the team gathers together to syn-
thesis research ndings and prototype concepts. Above all, re-
searchers use visual tools in eldwork to gather valid data from 
the people they are designing for. 
ere is, however, no adequate invesgaon of the crea-
on and usage of these creave visual tools even though dif-
ferent forms of tools appear in various projects. An example 
by IDEO (2011) demonstrates the ulizaon of visual tools in 
the process of self-documentaon Figure 3 . As discussed in 
the previous secon, an eecve way to gather authenc and 
accurate data from the research parcipants is to give them 
Figure 3
A research 
participants using 
a camera with 
the designed 
visual instruction 
for self-
documentation 
(IDEO, 2011)
cameras for self-documentaon. However, people from low-re-
sourced communies usually have limited access to photo-
graphic equipment, and they are not familiar with how to use 
a camera in many cases. us, it is crucial to provide them 
with detailed instrucons not only on how to use a camera but 
also how to complete the documentaon exercise. e image 
(IDEO, 2011, p. 51) shows a woman using a disposable camera, 
CHAPTER  2 CHAPTER  2
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the backside of the camera is covered by a paper with a cut-out 
of the viewnder. is piece of paper serves as a visual tool to 
guide the parcipants to nish self-documentaon; it provides 
visual cues of where to look at, and how to take a picture. ere 
is also a list of objects that needs to be documented for the 
research purpose, and parcipants can follow the order easily 
while shoong. is designed visual manual hides unnecessary 
bu¯ons on the camera, and focuses only on guiding the par-
cipants to record their acvies for the research project. By 
employing this method, parcipants are more likely to accom-
plish the self-documentaon acvity that will produce valid 
informaon for the research (IDEO, 2011).
Limitations &
opportunities 
of current 
practice
2.5
As menoned in previous secons, researchers have already 
applied dierent visual methods in their eldwork. Although 
a number of rms such as IDEO and Scope have kept creat-
ing their own visual tools for individual projects, most of 
the visual tools are not visible and accessible enough to re-
searchers from other elds such as social sciences. As a conse-
quence, many social science researchers sll produce visual 
materials by themselves oen seeking images from exisng 
visual sources, including the internet, printed media, adver-
sements, lm, and daily artefacts. Mannay (2015) claims that 
the use of those found material make researchers “image and 
narrave collectors ”, who then make use of these material 
with their conceptual interpretaons. However, found images 
generally have “acve” meanings that are textured and accus-
tomed over and over again by disciplines of art and history. 
erefore, researchers are in a passive posion when applying 
found images to their research projects.
Another challenge researchers face is the permission 
to use found materials and associated copyright issues. 
While some open-sourced online material banks may equip 
researchers with some images for research purpose, it re-
mains problemac for researchers to nd certain images for 
dierent research projects. is dilemma also occurs when 
researchers try to nd visuals for sensive and complicated 
topics. For instance, showing photographs of parturion and 
breastfeeding to the research parcipants may be considered 
inappropriate. Similarly, for example, in some cultural con-
text, displaying visuals of condoms and other contracepve 
methods is regarded disrespectful, and therefore it is prohib-
ited. In some cases, researchers struggle to nd images for 
complex and unfamiliar issues. A study in childbearing tra-
dions of India is given here as an illustraon. For example, 
in some rural areas in India, umbilical cord and placenta are 
considered polluted, and only the tradional birth a¯endant, 
grandmother and mother-in-law  can make body contact with 
the mother and baby. In this case, when the umbilical cord 
falls o, “a purifying social and religious ceremony [is] per-
formed” (Wells & Dietsch, 2014). It is obvious that in this exam-
ple there is no chance of researchers to nding suitable visual 
representaons from the internet or printed material. 
New visual approaches to conduct eld research arise, 
and there are certainly opportunies for both researchers 
and visual communicaons designers to work together. As 
Pink (2011) notes, since visual images play a ubiquitous role 
in our daily life, it is benecial to use visual tools as new ways 
of doing research. Currently, visual communicaon design-
ers are rarely involved in qualitave social research projects. 
e reasons may come from both sides: the majority of visual 
communicaon designers dedicate their me and strengths 
working in commercial companies such as adversing agen-
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cies and publishing houses; while social science researchers 
usually nd it hard to make connecons with visual designers 
due to me and resource limitaons. Yet, there are opportu-
nies to overcome these barriers and build new routes to so-
cial science research with the help of visual communicaon 
designers.
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A typology 
of visual 
tools used 
in qualitative 
research
3.1
A plethora of visual tools have been developed and employed 
in qualitave research. Consequently, it is challenging for 
researchers to determine which visual tools to use in their 
projects. Moreover, recognising all exisng visual tools and 
methods can be overwhelming. erefore, typologies can help 
researchers navigate through the whole process. Glegg (2019, 
p. 302) proposes a typology that arranges visual tools into ve 
categories according to their purpose: to “(a) enable communi-
caon, (b) represent the data, (c) facilitate the relaonship, 
(d) enhance data quality and validity, and (e) eect change”. 
Detailed explanaons of the various intenons when applying 
visual tools are displayed in Figure 5 . Glegg’s typology il-
lustrates the wide range of visual methods employed both in 
the past and at present. Glegg also suggests that by applying 
this typology, researchers can re¦ect on their moves for using 
visual tools and assess what tools to ulise in their projects. To 
make use of this typology, researchers should determine the 
main purpose or purposes of using these visual tools according 
to the ve categories. is can be supplemented by referring to 
methods menoned in literature reviews and any other sourc-
es available. Before making nal decisions, researchers should 
consider the feasibility of the visual tools, which means that 
the implementaon should be technically feasible and eco-
nomically viable. Moreover, researchers should make ethical 
choices to minimise potenal risks of the tools for research 
parcipants.
Glegg’s typology presents extensive examples of how visual 
tools funcon in each proposed category, and it is undoubt-
edly valuable to study how these categories complement each 
other. However, this typology emphasises the aims of imple-
menng visual tools in qualitave research in a broad view 
rather than examining them within the possible meframe of 
a eld research project. In addion, some overlapping func-
ons exist, especially between the categories of “Facilitate the 
relaonship” and “Enable communicaon”. For instance, while 
the funcon “develop rapport” is included within the former 
category, researchers may also use it to enhance their commu-
nicaon with parcipants. Furthermore, in the category “Ef-
fect change”, when presenng research results to a broader 
audience, visualisaons may also be required to “represent the 
data”. Moreover, Glegg’s suggeson for applying the typology 
relies solely on the researcher’s perspecve, while ignoring the 
fact that researchers may also work with visual designers or 
even work within an interdisciplinary team.
In response to these issues the Human-Centred Design 
process discussed in the previous chapter, this thesis ulises 
an adapted framework based on Glegg’s typology.
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Figure 5
Glegg’s proposed 
typology of the 
purposes of 
visualization, 
redrawn with 
permission 
from the visual 
representation by 
Glegg (2019). 
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An adapted 
framework
3.2
A typical eld research trip in the Discover phase of a project 
consists of three stages. Before the eld research, researchers 
collect data from literature and databases and build a foun-
daon of knowledge upon exisng data and evidence. At this 
stage, they also seek for informaon gaps that require further 
invesgaon. Once they have developed all the tools needed 
for the eld trip, they head to communies with a prepared 
research plan. During eld research, researchers conduct a se-
ries of interviews and other research acvies in order to gath-
er the as much data from the communies as possible. is 
type of rst-hand informaon can augment exisng knowl-
edge and help researchers to understand the research problem 
from dierent perspecves. Aer eld research, the research 
team synthesises and analyses data in order to construct a new 
body of knowledge and create design soluons. In addion, 
they may publish and present the research ndings in a cre-
ave way.
us, the aims of applying visual tools can be classied 
under three groups according to dierent stages of eld re-
search. Figure 6 shows the adapted framework of the new 
classicaon. By employing various visual tools in the three 
stages of eld research, researchers aspire to (1) support sec-
ondary research, (2) formulate research outline (3) facilitate 
communicaon, (4) engage parcipants, (5) elicit comments 
and foster ideas, and (6) construct knowledge and build im-
pact. 
Before 
f_ield research
During
f_ield research
Af_ter
f_ield research
Support secondary 
research
Facilitate 
communication
Construct knowl-
edge & Build impact
Formulate research 
outline
Engage participants
Elicit comments & 
Foster ideas
• Visualize data
• Identify trends
• Recognize patterns
• Start conversations 
and introduce 
topics
• Guide topic 
transitions
• Overcome verbal 
and non-verbal 
barriers
• Establish 
rapport and 
maintain smooth 
communication
• Resolve dif_f_iculties 
of discussing 
sensitive topics
• Document research 
outcomes in a more 
descriptive way
• Empower 
community 
development
• Distribute research 
results to a broader 
audience
• Accelerate 
research impact 
through creative 
and empathic 
linkage
• Plan and coordinate 
projects
• Build conceptual 
models
• Reduce the vapidity 
of conservative 
interview method
• Sustain attention 
from research 
participants
• Collaborate with 
participants
• Support 
expressions from 
marginalized 
groups
• Evoke more 
information
• Promote subject-
led discussion
• Ignite new thoughts
• Probe 
comprehensive 
insights
Figure 6An adapted framework of dif_ferent aims 
of using visual tools in f_ield research
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Before eld research
At this stage, researchers may employ visual tools for the 
purpose of supporng secondary research and formulang 
research outline. is usage may involve data representaon 
and data analysis. As discussed in the previous chapter, visual-
izaons such as charts, tables, and diagrams allow researchers 
to idenfy trends and recognise pa¯erns (Banks, 2018). ese 
data visualisaons provide researchers with chances to ana-
lyse data graphically. Furthermore, visual tools may be used 
to formulate research outlines, for instance, using the Gan  ¯
chart to plan and coordinate projects. e Gan¯ chart is rst 
introduced by Henry Gan¯ (1903, p.1322), where he used bar 
charts to plan tasks on a meframe graphically. Figure 7 
displays a conal Gan¯ chart in the current usage of pro-
Figure 7
Example of a 
Gantt chart in 
current project 
management 
sof_tware 
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ject management  soware. It typically shows the list of tasks 
on the le side view, along with horizontal bars on the right 
side under a meline (O’cull, Sourov, Motwani, Magdalin, & 
Power, 2011). A more advanced Gan¯ chart may include ve 
more components: dateline, milestones, dependencies, pro-
gress, and resource assigned (“What is a Gan¯ chart?”, 2019). 
Dateline marks the present date on the chart; milestones are 
set to highlight signicant events, dates, and deliverables; de-
pendencies are lines that connect tasks that must occur in a 
specic order; progress indicates the level of completeness; 
resource assigned notes the person or team assigned to the 
parcular task. Gan¯ charts can organise acvies and main-
tain work orders ¦ow seamlessly (Wilson, 2003). e ulisa-
ons of other similar visual tools for planning and managing 
projects allow researchers to dene research goals, plan re-
search acvies, and manage resources. 
Another important use of visual tools is the employ-
ment of conceptual models. A conceptual model provides a 
high-level overview of how a system is organised and oper-
ates (Johnson & Henderson, 2002). It visually depicts signi-
cant concepts within the system and maps out their relaon-
ships. A concept model typically contains a series of shapes 
and arrows to present relaonships among dierent factors 
Figure 8 .  Conceptual models can assist  researchers in 
planning and evaluang projects. ey can help researchers 
Figure 8
Example of a ge-
neric conceptual 
model (Margoluis, 
Stem, Salafsky, & 
Brown, 2009)
determine who they should be talking to within this system, 
what acons are in¦uenal to the projects, and measure what 
changes should be implemented to achieve the goal (Mar-
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goluis, Stem, Salafsky, & Brown, 2009).  A conceptual model is 
usually developed at the beginning of the project, and it can 
also evolve according to the progress of the project in order to 
provide a be¯er evaluaon.  
During eld research
Many led research projects oen include ethnographic in-
terviews. Interviews are the most commonly used method for 
learning to learn people’s desires, opinions, and behaviours. 
Muratovski (2015) suggests ve types of interviews: structured 
interviews, semi-structured interviews, in-depth interviews, 
focus groups, and oral history (p. 61). Dierent types of inter-
views may serve dierent research purposes, and they can 
generate valuable data for researchers. Visual tools may be 
used during interviews to facilitate communicaon, engage 
parcipants, and elicit comments and thoughts. 
For example, the design team from IDEO.org (2015) em-
ployed a visual tool called “Conversation Starters” in their project 
in Uganda. e research goal was to discover how low-income 
Ugandans perceive banks. e Conversaon Starters are illus-
trated cards with dierent scenarios related to nance and 
commerce Figure 9 . By showing the cards to the research 
parcipants, researchers can introduce basic concepts about 
banks. ey can they solicit responses from the parcipants. 
e essenal role of this tool is to “get people talking” (IDEO, 
2015). Since people may not always respond well to a certain 
card, by shiing to dierent cards and asking open-ended 
quesons, the Conversaon Starters can help researchers to 
carry the ¦ow of the conversaon. In this case, visual tools 
are used to introduce topics, guide topic transions, develop 
rapport, and elicit comments from the parcipants. 
Researchers may also apply visual tools to overcome ver-
bal communicaon barriers. A study conducted by O’Brien 
(2013) shows that photo-elicitaon interviews can support re-
search with d/Deaf4 young people. e use of visual tools can 
avoid problems because of linguisc competence, as they pro-
vide communicaon support and oer visual prompts during 
research interacons.
Furthermore, the use of visual tools may resolve di¡-
cules of discussing sensive topics, and engage parcipates 
with visual representaons. For example, in the Core project 
(Scope, 2018c), researchers from Scope applied a tool called 
“Coupling” to posion Kenyan men and women at ease to 
discuss family planning Figure 10 . is tool contains a 
set of photographic persona cards, some queson and situ-
aon cards, a dice, and a road map play mat. In the process 
of playing games, dierent stories were narrated, and parc-
ipants responded to sensive topics based on the experience 
of the personas they selected. is game brought researchers 
Figure 9
Conversation 
Starter cards 
used by IDEO.org 
team in Uganda to 
help researchers 
understand local 
f_inancial habits. 
(IDEO, 2015)
4  deaf: A medical/
audiological term referring 
to those people who have 
little or no functional 
hearing. 
Deaf:A sociological 
term referring to those 
individuals who are 
medically deaf or hard 
of hearing who identify 
with and participate in 
the culture, society, and 
language of Deaf people, 
which is based on Sign 
language.
d/Deaf refers to both Deaf 
people and deaf people.
Terminology - Canadian 
Association of the Deaf - 
Association des Sourds du 
Canada (2015)
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and research parcipants together, and helped parcipants 
to propose new answers related to family planning. A quote 
from one of the parcipants suggests that the use of this tool 
“did not feel like convenonal research; it was more like so-
cialising” (Scope, 2018f).
Above all, the ulmate goal of enabling communicaon 
and engaging parcipants during interviews is to elicit com-
ments and thoughts from the respondents. e applicaon of 
visual tools, combined verbal communicaon, may smulate 
new insights and connecons between ideas (Pain, 2012). is 
allows researchers to explore and gather a greater amount of 
data for analysis.  
Figure 10
Lef_t- Young 
women choosing 
the persona to 
play Coupling with 
Right- A group 
of Kenyan men 
engrossed 
playing Coupling
(Scope, 2018)
Aer eld research
Researchers typically collect a range of qualitave data from 
eld research, including interview transcripts, observaon 
notes, audio and video recordings, and photographs. Visual 
tools can play a signicant part in analysing and represent-
ing large amounts of data. ese visualizaons can be used to 
help to construct knowledge, or they can be used to publish 
research results in a creave way. Summarising data visually 
with charts, graphics, and diagrams may help researchers to 
recognise pa¯erns and relaonships in data (Bazeley & Jack-
son, 2013). While discussions of visualising quantave data 
can be found in numerous publicaons, researchers oen 
lack the knowledge of visualising qualitave data (Henderson 
& Segal, 2013). 
For example, one basic visualizaon which researchers 
oen use for this purpose is the “word cloud”. Word cloud, 
or tag cloud, presents a visual overview of words from one 
or more texts (Viégas & Wa¯enberg, 2008). e visual size of 
a word is based on how frequent it appears in the text. For 
instants, Figure 11 illustrates a word cloud of the most fre-
quently used words in the rst chapter of J. K. Rowling’s (2015) 
famous fantasy novel Harry Po¯er and the Philosopher's 
Stone. From this visualizaon, it is clear that words such as 
Figure 11
Word cloud of the 
most frequently 
appearing words 
in the f_irst chap-
ter of the book 
Harry Potter and 
the Philosopher's 
Stone (Rowling, 
2015), created 
with Wordle (www.
wordle.net)
“Dursley”, “Dumbledore”, “Professor”, “McGonagall”, “Mr”, and 
“Harry” are the most commonly used words in this chapter, 
which make the word cloud in consonance with the storyline. 
e rst chapter of this novel introduces the Dursley family, 
and the two main characters, Professor Dumbledore and Pro-
fessor McGonagall.
Aside from the use of visual tools in analysing qualita-
ve data, visual tools may also be used to present research 
ndings. e display of data in a visual format can represent 
informaon eecvely and summarily (Verdinelli & Scagnoli, 
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2013). Dey (1993) argues that graphical displays are not only 
a way of embellishing research conclusions but also a way of 
making the research accessible. Visual tools allow people to 
observe dierent pieces of textual data and the connecon 
between them at rst glance. ey ease the aim of presenng 
informaon  in an evident manner, while also helping to en-
gage and a¯ract the audience. 
Various examples of presenng qualitave data visual-
ly can be found in the news media, especially in newspapers 
and journals that have separate infographic departments, 
such as the New York Times, the Washington Post, and the South 
China Morning Post. Figure 12  shows an infographic of the 
applicaons of rare earth by Robles (2019). In this infograph-
ics, rather than explaining this complex topic in textual for-
mat, the graphics provide an appealing way  of displaying 
informaon. Dierent applicaons of rare earth in homes, 
cars, and military equipment are marked with orange colour. 
Readers can understand how essenal rare earth elements 
are by viewing this deprecave infographics. e use of visual 
representaon brings a more robust and creave approach 
to disseminang research ndings than purely text-based re-
ports. erefore, the use of visual tools can allow researchers 
to achieve and accelerate a greater social impact.
Figure 12
An example of vis-
ualisation called 
Why rare earth 
matter (Robles, 
2019)
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Creative 
visual tools
4.1
CHAPTER  4
In order to understand and examine the use of visual tools in 
eld research, a design work was deployed and analysed thor-
oughly in this thesis. e documentaon and examinaon of 
this design producon component serve as an extensive case 
study. e rst part of this case study reviews the creaon 
process of this set of visual tools, and the second part inves-
gates how the visual tools were used in the eld research. 
e term “creave visual tools” is proposed in this the-
sis, to emphasize that the visual tools are not produced by re-
searchers alone, but they are co-created by researchers and 
visual communicaon designers. Co-creaon is a process 
widely applied in business model design, service design, and 
product design. A co-creaon project brings people from dif-
ferent elds together to develop a jointly benecial outcome 
(Prahalad & Ramaswamy, 2004). Also, as Sanders and Stappers 
(2008) suggests, the term may be used to refer to “any act of 
collecve creavity”. 
is thesis probes the whole co-creaon process from 
my perspecve as a visual communicaon designer. In this 
case, researchers are the users of the creave visual tools, and 
as such, they are engaged in the design process collaborave-
ly with visual designers. e outcome is to develop creave 
visual tools that can meet the needs of the researchers in eld 
research to achieve their research objecves. 
Figure 13 depicts how researchers and visual designers 
work collecvely in the co-creaon process. roughout the 
process of developing creave visual tools, both pares may 
work together on brainstorming ideas, building prototypes 
for tesng, and iterang prototypes to get a rened product 
(i.e., the creave visual tools). Moreover, visual designers and 
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researchers can advise each other based on their own exper-
se. Since researchers generally have deeper insights about 
the cultural and sociopolical context of the site where the 
eldwork is conducted, they can provide advice to visual de-
signers on the environment that research parcipants live in 
and the customs they have, so that visual designers can pro-
duce ethical and culturally appropriate creave visual tools. 
It is also crucial for visual designers to receive feedback from 
researchers in order to ensure that the tools meet the eld re-
search requirements. On the other hand, visual designers can 
recommend parcular visual styles that are suitable for the 
research, ensuring that the producon is feasible within the 
me and resource limitaons. Furthermore, visual designers 
can make the tools tangible by suggesng materials and meth-
ods used in producon based on their previous experiences 
with digital and printed media. 
e following secon reviews the process of creang 
visual tools from my standpoint as a visual designer. My 
design process of the visual tools can be divided into four 
stages: 1) dene the visual tools, 2) choose an appropriate 
visual style, 3) build prototypes, and 4) test and iterate. 
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Figure 13
A model depicting 
the co-creation 
process between 
researchers and 
visual designers 
to create visual 
tools
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e eld research project for which I designed the visual tools 
is a part of a three-year project, called Core, implemented by 
Scope (2018e). e aim of the Core project is to gain a be¯er 
understanding of women’s sexual and reproducve health in 
order to empower women to improve their health and well-
being. e project focuses on four dierent countries: India, 
Kenya, Nigeria, and Tanzania (Scope, 2018e). Core also applies 
a Human-Centered Design (HCD) approach, as discussed in 
an earlier chapter. Core’s HCD process has four stages: Dis-
cover, Understand, Create, and Implement (Scope, 2018b). 
e design task started from a kicko meeng of the 
eld research project. is eldwork belongs to the second re-
search trip of Core’s Discover phase in India. During the kick-
o meeng, the research team presented learnings and nd-
ings from the rst eld research5 and outlined objecves for 
the second eld research trip. e objecve of this eldwork 
was to explore the lives of young girls who are in a transion 
from girlhood to womanhood and post-marital life in Bihar, 
India. 
ere were two vital factors that in¦uenced our deci-
sions when idenfying the visual methods and tools we could 
use in the eld. Firstly, the research parcipants are not ex-
posed to widespread internet usage, and they are not famil-
iar with some digital devices, including smartphones, tablets, 
and smartwatches. So the visual tools needed to be physical 
Dene the visual tools
5  As part of the Discover 
1 phase, the Core team 
went to communities in 
Dalsinghsarai and Bithan 
villages in Samastipur 
district in Bihar, India.
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and tangible. Secondly, the interviews may include quesons 
about sensive topics such as puberty and sexual iniaon. 
e use of visual tools is obligated to minimise possible harm 
or any negave in¦uence that may occur to the research par-
cipants. e brieng I received from the research team was 
that a set of customised visual tools is needed for facilitang 
eld interviews among young girls from 10 years old to around 
22 years old.
e research team and I had a brainstorming session to 
nd ideas for creave visual tools. e goal of the visual tools 
was to prompt dialogue with research parcipants who are 
at dierent stages of their lives. In addion, the visual tools 
needed to incorporate with an exisng tool which was used in 
the rst eld work. e exisng tool, which is called the Life 
Course tool  Figure 14 , is a meline that maps out cri-
cal transions in a woman’s life, such as puberty, marriage, 
pregnancy, motherhood, menopause, and grandmotherhood 
(Scope, 2018d). is tool was produced with local texles 
Figure 14
 Life Course tool 
used in Tanzania. 
Copyright: Scope 
Impact
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from the four countries involved in the Core project. e long 
fabric works as a meline with numbers to indicate age. Re-
searchers can use this tool in their eld research to map out 
certain stages of life and explore experiences together with 
parcipants. 
For the new tool for India, we reviewed current pracces 
of visual methods and sought inspiraons from other elds 
of study. Several proposals arose from the brainstorming ses-
sion, such as somehow employing the game of hopscotch as a 
design research tool, or including visual diary as a method, 
and that of using paper dolls as a tool. We then evaluated the 
opportunies and obstacles of possibly applying those tools 
in the eld. 
A visual diary is ideal for gaining authenc data directly 
from parcipants. However, it requires detailed instrucon 
on what to document and usually funcons be¯er for a longer 
research period. e intended eld research for this trip was 
only one week.
Hopscotch is a popular children’s playground game 
played across the world, dierent counes and regions have 
dierent rules of play, and variaons of how to draw the court 
can be witnessed around the world. It is simple to produce on 
the ground, and girls from rural areas in Bihar are familiar 
with the game. However, it is di¡cult to combine this meth-
od with the Life Course tool, and it may only work with the 
younger girls.
A paper doll is a two-dimensional human gure cut out 
from a piece of paper or cardboard, and it usually has sepa-
rate changeable clothes, which are also made of paper. Fur-
thermore, a paper doll may also have accompanying animal 
gures or objects (Johnson, 2005).  Paper dolls are ¦exible and 
playful, and they can be personalised for the research pur-
pose. At the same me, researchers may use paper dolls to in-
tegrate with the Life Course tool. 
Aer the evaluaon of dierent concepts, we decided to 
create the visual tools based on the concept of the paper doll. 
is set of creave visual tools inially contains a doll repre-
senng a young girl, several modes of outt, various objects, 
and a large board of dierent se§ngs.   
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Choose an appropriate visual style
Visual styles and drawing techniques should be taken into 
account before starng the producon of the creave visual 
tools. Since the project Core already has its own brand col-
ours, we needed to use these colours, and as such the selecon 
of colours is not discussed extensively in this thesis. e pri-
mary focus was to determine the most eecve form of visual 
representaon. 
Mccloud (1993, p. 52) proposes a triangular diagram, 
which explains how to place various types of representaon 
on a visual map. On his personal website6, he also presents 
this diagram as “e Big Triangle” (Mccloud, 1999).  Figure 
15 shows an adapted version of this diagram. e diagram 
starts from the point of “Reality” and stretches out along two 
direcons, one leads to “e Picture Plane”, and the other 
one directs to “Meaning”. As Mccloud states, “Reality” means 
how realist the representaon is when we observe a picture. 
For instance, a photo of a tree resembles the closest approx-
imaon of what our rena would receive if we were viewing 
the actual tree. “e Picture Plane” refers to the domain of 
absolute shape, colour, and line. erefore, “Meaning” merely 
indicates what is meant by words, texts, symbols, or icons. e 
triangle shows two ways of abstracon:  iconic abstracon and 
pure abstracon. As demonstrated in Figure 15, as we move 
from “Reality” to “Meaning”, the realisc photography of a 
tree changes gradually to an icon of a tree. is iconic abstrac-
on removes details of resemblance, and exaggerates charac-
teriscs, yet it retains the basic meaning of the tree. e ul-
mate iconic abstracon of visual form is wri¯en language. By 
contrast, pure abstracon extends from “Reality” to “e Pic-
ture Plane”, in which both resemblance of the reality and the 
meaning of the representaon are transformed. In this case, 
the photo of a tree transforms to abstract art progressively 
and eventually arrives in “e Picture Plane”, a place where 
shape, line, and colour have no other meanings.
It was obvious that the visual representaon of the pa-
per dolls needs to follow the axis of iconic abstracon as the 
visual tools must be understood both by facilitators and re-
search parcipants. However, it was crucial to decide whether 
the paper dolls should be drawn in a more realisc or a more 
The Picture Plane
Reality Meaning
Tree
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Iconic abstraction
Figure 15
The triangular 
diagram of visual 
representation 
adapted from 
McCloud’s (1993, 
1999) concept
6  http://scottmccloud.com
abstract manner. Inially, photographs were used to test the 
concept of using representaonal images. ese photos, ei-
ther found online under public domain or taken by our own 
research team from previous eld trips, were printed and cut 
to separate pieces. Dierent parts were put together to depict 
objects and se§ngs. However, the downside of using realisc 
images is that those images are typically highly specic and 
contain a great deal of irrelevant informaon. It is also chal-
lenging to edit and remove all the unnecessary details from 
realisc pictures. In addion, extremely realisc drawings 
lack the sense of substuon, which make it harder for re-
search parcipants to idenfy with their own life experienc-
es. Mccloud (1993) explains this ma¯er by comparing photos 
and cartoons, as he puts it:
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distinctive 
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…when you look at a photo or realistic drawing of  
a face, you see it as the face of  another. But when 
you enter the world of  the cartoon, you see yourself…
the cartoon is a vacuum into which our identity and 
awareness are pulled, an empty shell that we inhabit 
which enables us to travel in another realm. We don’t 
just observe the cartoon, we become it. (p. 36)
As we depart from realisc photographs and drawings to 
iconic graphics, we move from objecve to subjecve, and 
from specic to universal. e ideal visual style for the tools 
should resemble the reality of the se§ngs, both culturally 
and contextually. At the same me, it needs to be pulled away 
from reality, so that it creates a universal language that every 
parcipant can empathise and relate to. Figure 16 indi-
cates the level of iconic abstracon that we decided the visual 
style should follow. Instead of represenng the exact reality, it 
Figure 17
The triangular 
diagram of visual 
representation 
adapted from 
McCloud’s (1993, 
1999) concept
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symbolises the meaning of the 
subject. With the intenon of 
producing images that re¦ect 
the environments in Bihar ap-
propriately, photographs from 
previous eld trips and online 
public domains were used as 
reference pictures for the cre-
ave visual tools. 
A typical example of the 
abstracon process is demon-
strated in Figure 17 . An im-
age of a Hindu temple in Patna, 
Bihar, was selected as a refer-
ence picture for the produc-
on of one of the illustraon 
in the visual tools. e goal was 
to depict a generalised place of 
Figure 16
The visual style of 
the creative visual 
tools was set at 
a certain level of 
abstraction 
worship for the research parcipants that follow Hinduism 
in Bihar. e process consists of three steps. e rst step is 
to summarise shape or conguraon. In this case, the temple 
can be seen as a structure of two towers and a chamber with 
two doors. Aer that, small or irrelevant details such as the 
decorave embossments can be removed from the illustra-
on. is helps to expand the representaon that the illus-
traon is not directly signifying the specic temple. Finally, 
the disncve features of the temple are retained in the il-
lustraon, for instance, the unique shape of the door and the 
towers. e drawing also retains the ve layers of the tower, 
since this may imply the beliefs of Hinduism.
Overall, the visual style of the tools followed a certain 
method of iconic abstracon, and the visuals were drawn in a 
¦at minimal style. is visual style is understandable and con-
sistent. It also contributes to standardizaon and replicaon, 
which allowed me to nish the required images for the visual 
tools within the me and resource constraints. 
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Some examples of 
reference  photos 
used for the creative 
visual tool.
These photos are either from 
Google  image search labeled 
for non-commercial resue or 
from Scope Impact's own im-
age bank. ( Imgae 2, 3, 6, 7, 9, 
10 copyright: Scope Impact)
Build prototypes
In order to test the concept of using paper dolls as creave 
visual tools in the led research among adolescent girls in 
Bihar, our team built several prototypes before the nal pro-
ducon of the tools. ese prototypes, ranging from low-del-
ity prototypes such as the collage of photographs menoned 
in the previous secon to high-delity prototypes produced 
aer the compleon of early illustraons, helped the whole 
team to idenfy problems and make alteraons. e proto-
typing processes are collecve acvies between the re-
search team and the visual designer. us, researchers who 
are actual users of the creave visual tools had an opportu-
nity to provide feedback to the visual designer, while at the 
same me the visual designer could suggest feasible produc-
on methods. During the prototyping, we agreed on some key 
elements of the paper dolls and the possible usage scenario 
of them. Many criteria were taken into account when  proto-
typing the tools, and these criteria are linked to the frame-
work proposed in Chapter 3. A detailed explanaon of how 
researchers a¯empted to achieve these goals with the visual 
tools will be discussed later in the secon about the applica-
on of the visual tools in the eld.
Figure 18 shows the dierent parts of the visual tools. 
e set of visual tools, includes a paper doll, dierent outts, 
and mulple environment cards. e paper doll is the main 
component of the visual tools. It can represent a persona 
based on real-life se§ngs of the research parcipants, and by 
building narraves around the doll, parcipants can associ-
ate their experiences with the persona and share their own 
stories. Dierent sets of clothes, including saree, kurta, school 
uniform, and western clothes, are used to represent dierent 
transion points in accordance with the life course of the 
doll’s persona. e outts also have paper handles to a¯ach 
the outt with the doll. 
e paper doll, along with the outt, can be placed on 
dierent backdrops, such as schools, mela (local fair), local 
market, health facility, place of worship, the eld, and home. 
ese environment cards allow researchers to construct more 
specic narraves and ask focused quesons. During the 
prototyping, it was unclear whether the environment cards 
CHAPTER  4
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should be separated into specic scenes, or they should be il-
lustrated together as a whole scene. 
Another issue to consider was about the way of incor-
porang the exisng life course tool (showed in Figure 14 in 
previous secon). I will discuss this issue and how we resolved 
it in the following secon. We connued building and tesng 
these prototypes, which led to the nal step of the creaon 
process.  
Figure 18
Diagram indi-
cating the key 
elements of the 
paper doll visual 
tools
Test and iterate
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In order to achieve the goal that the visual tools are funcon-
al and right in every detail, we adopted an iterave design 
approach. By building prototypes, tesng, and iterang the 
mechanism of the tool, we were able to rene the creave 
visual tools and discover successful soluons. 
One example of the importance of the iteraon process 
is related to deciding how to organise and integrate the visual 
tools with the Life Course tool. As shown in Figure 19 , 
three dierent proposals were suggested. e rst proposal 
was to discard the original texle Life Course tool enrely 
and embody it on a large play mat. e play mat could also in-
clude three boxes that would contain dierent environment 
cards. e paper dolls could then be placed upon the Life 
Figure 19
 Three dif_ferent 
proposals of 
organising and 
integrating the 
Life Course tool 
Course to indicate age and transion points, and they could 
be placed on top of the environment cards to build scenarios 
in a certain context. e second proposal was to keep the Life 
Course tool as its original format, but instead of dividing set-
ngs on separate cards, it could include all the environments 
on the play mat, each se§ng posioned on a xed spot. us, 
the play mat could act as a map, and the paper dolls could be 
placed beside the Life Course tool or on top of the map. How-
ever, the map-like play mat may end up being over-complicat-
ed and the parcipants may not be able to focus on a certain 
context. e third proposal was to also retain the previous 
Life Course tool, and to simply us a play mat with a set of en-
Paper handle
(Fold the handle to
 
hook the doll and 
the dress)
Fold
Cutting line
Outfit
Environment card
Paper doll
Playmat
Life Course
Paper doll
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vironment cards, so that every component was ¦exible and 
could be arranged for dierent cases. Aer tesng and iterat-
ing, our team decided to use this third proposal. 
Furthermore, through this iterave process, we discov-
ered that one single doll could not represent all age groups 
and various stages of life. Since Indian girls have disnct 
hairstyles in dierent stages of life or dierent occasions, we 
modied the inial paper doll and created three dolls with 
dierent hairstyles:  low bun, two braids, and a single pleat 
Figure 20 . 
Figure 20
Three dolls to rep-
resent dif_ferent 
stages of life
We also introduced various supplementary charac-
ters, including a teacher, an accredited social health acvist 
(ASHA7), a health personnel, an Anganwadi8 worker, mother, 
father, sister, grandmother, and husband. Excepng charac-
ters with specic professions, many of these characters were 
kept unspecied, to allow the parcipants to a¯ach dier-
ent meanings to them. For instance, a senior female charac-
ter may be seen as “mother” or “mother-in-law”. Figures 
21 and 22 show the various characters and se§ngs of the 
visual tools. In total, the nal creave visual tools consisted 
of 3 paper dolls, 6 sets of clothing,  17 supplementary dolls, 12 
environments cards, and 6 objects. 
e set of visual tools can be used as a whole or individ-
ually according to dierent groups being targeted in eld re-
search. ey are printed on synthec material to ensure that 
they are reusable and can withstand use in the hot and high 
humidity weather in Bihar.
7  ASHA is a community 
health worker instituted by 
the government of India's 
Ministry of Health and 
Family Welfare as a part of 
the National Rural Health 
Mission (NRHM, 2007). 
8  Anganwadi is a type of 
rural child care centre 
in India. Anganwadi 
means "courtyard 
shelter" in Indian 
languages(Humairah, 2011).
Figure 21 Various supplementary characters included 
in the visual tools
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Temple
Field Mela(Lcoal fair)
Cinemama Bank
Pharmacy
Health Centre School
Home(Outside) Mosque
Local market Home(Indsie)
Figure 22
Dif_ferent settings  
included in the 
visual tools
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Deployment 
of the visual 
tools in f_ield 
research
4.3
e data collecon process in this eld research project in-
cluded several types of interviews: focus group discussions, 
key informant interviews, in-depth interviews, and intergen-
eraonal interviews. Furthermore, a diverse group of parc-
ipants were engaged in the interviews, including unmarried 
girls of dierent ages, recently married men, mothers of un-
married girls, and grandmothers. 
e various types of interviews were arranged through 
19 sessions, which allowed researchers to gain a comprehen-
sive understanding of the research subject and gather an ex-
tensive amount of data from the eld. e creave visual tools 
were applied in dierent sessions. In addion, they were used 
either as a whole set of visual tools or as separate individu-
al tools. Table 1 indicates how dierent parts of the visual 
tools were employed in diverse sessions. Since the paper dolls, 
environment cards and Life Course are detached from each 
other, researchers were able to use them according to the size 
of the group and the topic they needed to include. A detailed 
example of the usage scenario is examined in the following 
secon. e example is adopted from one focus group discus-
sion, in which all visual tools were.
e use of the visual tools in dierent 
interviews
Type of 
discussion Participants Code
Paper
dolls
Environ-
ment 
cards
Life 
Course
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
Focus Group 
Discussion FGD 1a
FGD 1b
FGD 2
FGD 3
FGD 4
FGD 5
FGD 6
FGD 7
FGD 8
KII 1
KII 2
KII 3
KII 4
ID 1
ID 2
ID 3
ID 4
IGI 1
IGI 2
Unmarried girls aged 
between 15 -17
Unmarried girls aged 
between 15 -17
Unmarried girls aged 
between 18-20
Recently married girls 
(<2 years married)
Mothers in law to new 
brides (<2 years married)
Mother of daughters aged 
between 12 - 14
Mother of daughters aged 
between 15 - 17
Recently married boys 
(<2 years married)
Unmarried girls aged 
between 18-20 (Muslims)
Young girls aged 12 -14 with 
a friend
Unmarried girls aged 15 -16 
with a friend/sister
Recently married girl (<2 
years) and unmarried sister 
in law
Recently married men (<2 
years) with a friend
Married women (30-35), 
with her daughter (10-14) 
and her mother-in-law
Unmarried girl (15-17 
years), with mother and 
grandmother
Teacher
Anganwadi woker
ASHA
Doctor
Focus Group 
Discussion
Focus Group 
Discussion
Focus Group 
Discussion
Focus Group 
Discussion
Focus Group 
Discussion
Focus Group 
Discussion
Focus Group 
Discussion
Focus Group 
Discussion
Key 
Informant 
Interview
Key 
Informant 
Interview
Key 
Informant 
Interview
Key 
Informant 
Interview
In - Depth 
Interview
In - Depth 
Interview
In - Depth 
Interview
In - Depth 
Interview
Intergener-
ational
Interview
Intergener-
ational
Interview
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Table 1Usage of dif_ferent visual tools in 19 sessions of the f_ield research 
project. "X" mark indicates the tool was used in the session, by 
contrast, " - " means the tool was not used.
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As introduced in Chapter 3, the goals of applying visual tools 
during eld research are to facilitate communicaon, engage 
parcipants, evoke thoughts and foster ideas. A usage sce-
nario can be built and discussed within the framework based 
on the documentaon from the eld. ese documentaons, 
including eld transcripts, audio and video recordings, pho-
tographs, and discussion guides9, have allowed me to gain in-
depth insights about the deployment of the creave visual 
tools in the eld. 
e visual tools were used in sessions with dierent fo-
cus groups. e duraon of each session was 1.5 to 2 hours, de-
pending on the group. During these sessions, the Life Course 
tool and the paper dolls visual tools were employed in a series 
of acvies in order to collect rst-hand data from the par-
cipants. Each session was a persona building process involv-
ing both researchers and research parcipants. As menoned 
earlier, a persona is an imaginary character constructed to 
represent the needs of real users (Garre¯, 2010). rough the 
process of building personas, researchers can be¯er under-
stand the real lives of the parcipants.  
In each session, the creave visual tools were used aer 
an introductory icebreaker where researchers and parc-
ipants introduced themselves to each other. Aer that, re-
searchers placed the play mat and the Life Course tool on a 
¦at surface, with the paper dolls, all the supplementary char-
acters, and the environment cards placed on top of the play 
mat. en the researchers began to build personas together 
with the parcipants. Firstly, researchers introduced the pa-
per doll as a friend “Rani”, who lives in the same village as the 
parcipants. At the same me, researchers explained to the 
parcipants that Rani could have her clothes changed and 
can be placed in dierent contexts. In addion, the paper doll 
could be moved to the Life Course tool, and the numbers on 
the life course indicated Rani’s age. en, parcipants were 
asked to dress Rani according to her stage of life. ere were 
three stages discussed in the eld research: young girl, young 
woman before marriage, and married woman. Parcipants 
were also requested to pick a doll and dress the doll in an ap-
e usage scenario in focus group 
discussions
propriate outt and an appropriate hairstyle; and then place 
her on the life course tool to represent her age. Table 2 
shows the three stages of life and their corresponding dolls. 
rough this exercise, researchers were able to estab-
lish rapport with the parcipants and introduce the topic in 
an appealing way. Once the proper doll was dressed with an 
9  Two researchers from 
Scope have taken part in 
the field research project. 
The discussion guides were 
drafted by J. Martin and P. 
Sillanpää in May, 2019.
appropriate outt, parcipants were asked to select family 
members from the supplementary characters. Aer that, a 
simple narrave was constructed around Rani. is narrave 
may start with Rani’s age and family members. e persona of 
Rani could be enriched when parcipants were requested to 
posion the doll in dierent environment cards. e environ-
ments cards represented various contexts Rani may encoun-
ter at that stage of life. Parcipants were also asked to select 
people from supplementary characters that Rani may inter-
act with in dierent contexts. For instance, Rani may meet 
the teacher at school, and she may interact with an ASHA or a 
doctor at the health facility. 
Furthermore, parcipants were asked to rank the cards 
according to their relevance to Rani. During this acvity, re-
searchers also probed why certain environment cards ranked 
lower than others and why certain dolls were not chosen in 
that context. e parcipants were also asked a number of 
quesons related to each of the three specic life stages of 
Rani. Figure 23 shows the process of enriching Rani’s per-
sona with narraves constructed around her. roughout 
these progressive acvies, researchers were able to engage 
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Table 2Three stages of life and their corresponding dolls
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the parcipants in the co-interpretaon process, and elicit 
comments from them by asking subject-led quesons. Since 
most quesons were asked through discussions around the 
life of the conal persona Rani, it was assumed that the par-
cipants would be more likely to speak about sensive topics.
Figure 23
Construct 
narratives around 
the persona step 
by step
COPYRIGHT: 
SCOPE IMPACT
COPYRIGHT: 
SCOPE IMPACT
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Evaluation of 
the creative 
visual tools
4.4
is secon evaluates the creave visual tools based on the 
feedback I received both from the researchers and the parc-
ipants. An interview quesonnaire was sent to 8 researchers 
who were engaged in the eld research project. In addion, 
feedback from the parcipants was gathered from transcripts 
of responses to quesons researchers asked the parcipants 
about their comments regarding the creave visual tools at 
the end of the eld interviews.
In general, researchers agreed that the visual representa-
on of the tools are culturally and contextually appropriate, 
and they represent well the people and se§ngs in Bihar, India. 
Moreover, the visual tools in parcular balance appropriate 
imagery, context, cultural sensivity, and inclusion. One re-
searcher also menoned that the use of familiar pa¯erns and 
images created the feeling of calmness in the parcipants, as 
they were able to recognise the se§ngs they are used to. 
e researchers were asked to rank how successful the 
dierent aims of applying visual tools were as presented in 
the framework proposed in Chapter 3. Figure 24 shows a 
comparave ranking of various purposes under three main 
categories.
When researchers employed the creave visual tools in 
the eld, they discovered that the parcipants were pleased 
with the tools. Furthermore, the tools helped them to low-
er communicaon barriers, to evoke more detailed data by 
building and sharing narraves together with the parci-
pants. 
e persona building acvies of Rani and the narraves 
around her also supported subject-led discussions, which 
made it easier for the parcipants to share sensive topics. 
One parcipants said that it was easier to share their sto-
ries through the life of Rani. In addion, when researchers 
brought the narraves mulple mes back and forth between 
the dierent life stages of Rani, they observed that some in-
consistencies existed in the stories shared by the parcipants, 
which helped to reveal a more real picture of the parcipants' 
personal lives and gathered more reliable data from them.
However, the researchers also responded that the crea-
ve visual tools are quite complex, which made them di¡cult 
to carry and assemble them together. Moreover, in order to 
ulise the visual tools eecvely, a strategy of how to use the 
tool should be developed. is type of strategy would dene 
the method of use for the visual tools in interviews in eld 
research.
Figure 24
A visual 
summary of the 
achievement level 
of various aims 
of applying visual 
tools in the f_ield 
research project. 
The bigger 
circles means 
these aims were 
achieved more 
successfully in 
the f_ield.
“Visual aid inspires 
parcipants to elaborate 
more, and it's an eecve 
tool in terms of researching 
and co-designing.”
(Quotes from researchers)
“Parcipants were all 
amazed/amused when we 
took out the visual tools. it's 
a great way to transit the 
session, especially when 
parcipants are ge§ng 
red from the session, it's 
refreshing to them.”
(Quotes from researchers)
“It would be awkward if you 
asked me directly about 
myself.”
(Quotes from parcipants)
"It was so fun to talk the 
story through those images!”
(Quotes from parcipants)
“ Developing both the visual 
tool and the strategy to use 
and manipulate that tool is 
crical.”
(Quotes from researchers)
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Chapter 5
CONCLUSION
COPYRIGHT: SCOPE IMPACT
Contributions5.1
In order to gain deep insights into the use of creave visual 
tools in qualitave eld research, and parcularly to under-
stand what constute their eecve use in construcve em-
ployment in data collecon process during ethnographic 
interviews, I rst reviewed the history of using visual meth-
ods in qualitave research by presenng various examples of 
applying visual tools in three domains of qualitave research: 
data collecon, data analysis, and data representaon. Fur-
thermore, I explained the connecon between Human-Cen-
tered Design (HCD) and visual tools and how to ulise visual 
tools more successfully in the HCD process. is review yield-
ed valuable informaon and knowledge, which contributed to 
the theorecal background for this thesis.
Furthermore, to be able to analyse and categorise the 
dierent aims of applying visual tools in qualitave eld re-
search, I examined a typology proposed by Glegg (2019). Based 
on this typology, I adapted a framework in accordance with 
the Human-Centered Design process. is framework provid-
ed a structural model for invesgang and evaluang the use 
of visual tools Before, During and After a eld research project 
in which researchers aim to apply the tools to (1) support sec-
ondary research, (2) formulate research outline, (3) facilitate 
communicaon, (4) engage parcipants, (5) elicit comments 
and foster ideas, and (6) construct knowledge and build im-
pact. is framework was elaborated by reviewing a number 
of exisng visual tools employed in eld research.
Based on the framework, I co-created and produced a 
set of creave visual tools for a eld research project in Bihar, 
India. eir creaon and implementaon in the eld oered 
the opportunity for an in-depth and detailed case study. I also 
provided a model depicng the co-creaon process between 
researchers and visual communicaon designers. In addion, 
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I explained the abstracon process of the visual representa-
on of the tools. Aer that, with the feedback gathered from 
both the researchers and the parcipants, I evaluated the cre-
ave visual tools using the framework proposed in this thesis. 
Based on the evaluaon, insights and knowledge emerged to 
measure the impact of creave visual tools on the data collec-
on process.
is thesis contributes to both the eld of qualitave re-
search and visual communicaon design by idenfying lim-
itaons and opportunies in current collaboraon between 
the two disciplines.  Moreover, by outlining a framework for 
the various aims of using visual tools in qualitave eld re-
search, this study can support researchers in determining 
and developing visual tools for their own projects. Further-
more, this thesis also provides an interdisciplinary design ap-
proach, encouraging more visual communicaon designers to 
create meaningful and funconal visual tools in the future.
Limitations5.2
Although this thesis a¯empted to oer a comprehensive over-
view of topics related to both visual methods and qualitave 
eld research, their highly complex and muldisciplinary 
nature made it impossible to provide an exhausve account. 
erefore, this study mainly described my perspecve as a 
visual communicaon designer who works in an interdiscipli-
nary team. In addion, the co-creaon process only re¦ected 
my role as a visual designer, and as such, it is probably more 
relevant to the eld of visual communicaon design.
As for the use and evaluaon of the creave visual tools, even 
though I went to the eld research locaon before for another 
project, I did not have the opportunity to go there again for 
the project described in this thesis. For this reason, I was not 
able to gather rsthand informaon directly from the eld. 
e reliability and validity of the evaluaon I have provided 
rely on the interviews of the researchers who took part in the 
eld research. 
 Aside from that, many examples of visual tools described 
in this thesis were gathered from research literature, online 
databases and my personal experiences. However, I believe 
that many more unpublished personalised visual tools have 
been developed and ulised by groups and companies aiming 
to build greater social impact. It could be valuable to examine 
as much as visual tools as possible and enrich studies of these 
areas.
As I menoned in the previous secon, new insights and 
knowledge can be discovered and understood by digging into 
the enormous world of emerging visual methods in dierent 
elds of research. is thesis a¯empts to build a bridge be-
tween researchers and visual communicaon designers, so 
that they can collaborate on projects aspiring to achieve a 
greater social impact. 
Many approaches applied in the design process of the 
creave visual tools are evolving, including the Human-Cen-
tered Design, and co-design. It is also worthwhile studying 
how these approaches can be e¡cient and sustainable. 
Further 
research
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